
Adult Fiction
The wind knows my name
by Isabel Allende ALLENDE
Traces the ripple effects of war and immigration on two
children—5-year-old Samuel, whose mother puts him on a
Kindertransport train out of Nazi-occupied Austria to England in
1938, and 7-year-old Anita, who boards another train eight decades
later to the U.S., where she's separated from her mother.

The haunting of Alejandra
by V. Casto CASTRO
Struggling with a darkness that threatens to consume her,
Alejandra discovers she, like the women in her family before her, is
being haunted by La Llorona, the vengeful and murderous mother
of Mexican Legend, and must summon everything she's inherited
from her foremothers to banish this demon forever.

Our share of night : a novel
by Mariana Enriquez ENRIQUEZ
United in grief after the death of the wife and mother they both
loved, a young father and son travel to confront the terrifying legacy
she bequeathed—a family called the Order that commits
unspeakable acts in search of immortality. 30,000 first printing.

Alchemy of a blackbird : a novel
by Claire McMillan MCMILLAN
Felling the Nazis, painter Remedios Varo and her poet lover await
exit papers from a safe house on the Riviera and take refuge in a
mysterious bookshop that opens up a world of occult learning that
sparks creative genius.
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Adult Nonfiction

Our migrant souls : a meditation on race and
the meanings and myths of "Latino"
by Hâector Tobar 305.868 TOBAR
The Pulitzer Prize-winning writer, sharing his personal experiences
as the son of Guatemalan immigrants and the stories told to him by
his Latinx students, offers a spirited response to racist ideas about
Latino people, investigating topics that include the U.S.-Mexico
border“wall,” urban segregation and gangs.

Promises of gold = : Promesas de oro
by Josâe Olivarez 811 OLIVAREZ
Written in English and combined with a Spanish translation, this
stellar collection of poems, exploring many forms of love and how
each is birthed, shaped and complicated by the invisible forces of
gender, capitalism, religion and so on, serves as a reminder that
love is abundant and worth experiencing.

Asada : the art of Mexican-style grilling
by Bricia Lopez 641.5784 LOPEZ
Oaxaca authors Bricia Lopez and Javier Cabral are back with the
first major cookbook about how to create asada-Mexican-style
grilled meat-at home.

Adult Biography

The boy who reached for the
stars: A memoir
629.47 MORILLO

Code name blue wren
327.1272 MONTES by POPKIN

Adult Nonfiction

Black Rican vegan : fire plant-based recipes
from a Bronx kitchen
by Lyana Blount 641.5636 BLOUNT
A vegan chef from a Puerto Rican and Black family shares a
delicious collection of plant-based soul-food recipes that capture
the vibrant flavors of her youth including Mofonguitos con Vegan
Camarones and NYC Bacun Eggin Cheeze.

Woman without shame : poems
by Sandra Cisneros 811 CISNEROS
The best-selling author of The House on Mango Street presents
this moving collection of songs, elegies and declarations that
chronicle her pilgrimage toward rebirth and the recognition of her
prerogative as woman artist.

Our brave foremothers : celebrating 100 black,
brown, Asian, & indigenous women who
changed the course of history
by Rozella Kennedy 305.4097 KENNEDY
Celebrating women of color who changed the course of U.S.
history, this collection includes contributions by both famous and
little-known names with prompts for you to connect your life to
theirs to understand their influence and the power of their stories.

Adult Graphic novel

Voices that Count: A comics
anthology
G VOICES

Frida Kahlo: Her life, her work,
her home

G 759.972 KAHLO by MORA
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